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When The New York Times
published an article about
Mark Landis, one of the
most prolific art forgers in
U.S.

history,

we

were

hooked from the start by its
unusual premise: a talented
and

seemingly

inex-

haustible art forger who
wasn’t

motivated

by

money. Over the last 30
years, Landis had copied
hundreds of pieces, from
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15th-century icons to works
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by Pablo Picasso and even
Dr. Seuss. And then, posing as a philanthropic donor, a grieving executor of a family member’s will and, most recently, as a
Jesuit priest, he donated them—hundreds of them—to a staggering list of museums across the United States.
At the time, Landis had yet to be tracked down by the media, so we began filming with Matthew Leininger, an unusually tenacious registrar in Cincinnati who had first uncovered the decades-long ruse. Determined to bring Landis’s “philanthropic”
spree to an end, Leininger set the stage for a cat-and-mouse chase that would play out in front of our camera for the next
two years. But we were dying to know more. Who was Mark Landis? What were his motivations? We had to meet him.
Remarkably, Landis was hiding in plain sight at his mother’s house in Mississippi. He was immediately captivating, and we hung
on his every word for clues: Was he a kind of Robin Hood for the arts, hoping to bring great works to the masses? Was he a
disgruntled artist trying to get back at an art world that had rejected him? Or was he perpetrating an elaborate art prank to
question notions of originality and authorship—challenging the very institutions that drive the industry and determine value?
Direct answers were hard to come by, but Landis was surprisingly open for a man in his position. Before we knew it, we were
filming him at work as both forger and “philanthropist.” And as Leininger worked to expose the story to the museum community and in the press, we witnessed Landis confronting the legacy of his actions and facing a chorus of museum professionals clamoring for him to stop.
Certainly Landis’s actions raised a number of important ethical questions, but we also could not ignore the fact that his motives were at once idiosyncratic and also very familiar—inspired by art, informed by familial experience and influenced by longstanding struggles with mental illness. Landis, it turns out, is a diagnosed schizophrenic who had lived in virtual isolation
since his first stay at a mental institution at age 17. In many ways, his 30-year con had become a means to change all that,
offering Landis a sense of purpose and a “career” that brought him kindness and respect. Mischievous but never malicious,
he had harnessed his talents, escaping what he called “the life of a mental patient.” Landis was free to forge his own path.
Challenged from the start by Landis’s missing voice in that New York Times article, we set out to uncover the story’s many
layers—and ultimately made a film that attempts to bridge the cruel gap between Mark Landis and the world. Equal parts art
caper and intimate story of obsession, Art and Craft (82:10) combines elements of humor, investigation and classic observation to discover the universal in one man’s quest to connect and contribute.
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Mark Becker
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INTRODUCTION
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Mark Landis is one of the most prolific art forgers of the

Jennifer Grausman

modern era—and he isn't in it for the money. In the last 30

Director, Art and Craft

years he’s copied hundreds of pieces, from 15th-century

Mark Becker,

icons to works by Pablo Picasso and even Dr. Seuss, then

Co-Director, Art and Craft

donated them to museums across the country. When a

Jeffrey Aron

tenacious registrar discovers the ruse, Landis must confront his legacy and a chorus of duped professionals intent on stopping him. But Landis is a diagnosed
schizophrenic, driven since his teens to escape “the life of
a mental patient,” and ending the con isn’t so simple. A
cat-and-mouse caper told with humor and compassion,
Art and Craft (82:10 min.) uncovers the universal in one
man's search for connection and respect.

Director, Art and Craft

Director of External Affairs, Fountain House

Jason Bowman
MPA, Director, Fountain House College Re-Entry

Katrina Gay
National Director of Communications,
National Alliance on Mental Illness

Laila Jadallah
Project Manager, Art Fraud Insights

Colette Loll
Founder and Director, Art Fraud Insights
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS

KEY ISSUES

Art and Craft is well suited for use in a variety of settings

Art and Craft is an excellent tool for outreach and will

and is especially recommended for use with:

be of special interest to people looking to explore the
following topics:

•

Your local PBS station

•

Groups that have discussed previous PBS and POV

•

art, definition of

films relating to painting or mental health,

•

art forgery

including The Genius of Marian, Neurotypical and

•

art fraud

•

art market

•

art museums

•

authenticity

museums or mental health professionals)

•

ethics

•

High school students, youth groups and clubs

•

mental health/mental illness

•

Faith-based organizations and institutions

•

museums

•

Cultural, art and historical organizations,

•

painting

institutions and museums

•

philanthropy

•

Civic, fraternal and community groups

•

schizophrenia

•

Academic departments and student groups at

West 47th Street
•

Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the
Key Issues section

•

Professional organizations (e.g., associations of

colleges, universities and high schools
•

Community organizations with a mission to
promote education and learning, such as local
libraries.

USING THIS GUIDE
This guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who
want to use Art and Craft to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives that
foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by sharing
viewpoints and listening actively.
The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues
in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And
be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and
optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage
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Profile: Mark Landis
Mark Landis remembers copying his first piece of artwork
when he was 8 years old. Today, he’s infamous worldwide
for the range of his forgeries and the breadth of his scam.
Born in Norfolk, Virginia, in 1955 to Arthur and Jonita “Jo”
Landis, Landis was a quiet, artistic child. His father was a
naval officer in NATO, and Landis grew up traveling Europe
with his parents in the 1960s. He recalls spending evenings in
hotel rooms, sifting through museum catalogs and copying

than 30 years thanks to a number of factors: that his believable counterfeits were often of works by lesser-known
artists (or lesser-known works by known artists) and therefore harder to track; that his aliases were odd and elaborate,
and therefore believable; that his works, donated rather than
sold, were not as thoroughly scrutinized as those that are
purchased; and that the institutions he chose were often
small or midsize, with fewer resources to dedicate to authenticating works.

the pictures. The family moved back to Mississippi when

Matthew Leininger was working as chief registrar at the

Landis’s father retired. In 1972, when Landis was 17 years old,

Oklahoma City Museum of Art in 2008 when he discovered

his father passed away from cancer, and Landis suffered a

Landis’s forgeries. Leininger tracked Landis for four years,

nervous breakdown. He was hospitalized for more than a

all the while notifying local police, the FBI and the Internal

year at the Menninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas, where doc-

Revenue Service of what was occurring, but since Landis did

tors diagnosed him with schizophrenia. Landis believed that

not make money from the pieces, no charges were brought

if he stayed at the clinic, he would be a patient there all his

against him. As The New Yorker points out, “Mark Landis

life. Determined to escape this fate, he left and found some-

may be the most famous art counterfeiter who never com-

thing to occupy his time and his mind: art.

mitted a crime.”

After Landis’s father passed away, his mother moved to Lau-

While we cannot know for sure, Landis’s days of making for-

rel, Mississippi, and remarried. Mark studied filmmaking and

geries and donating them to museums appear to be behind

photography at the Art Institute of Chicago and the San

him. Occupying himself now with portraits that he paints and

Francisco Art Institute, but never earned a degree, and he

draws on commission, Landis is set up to field orders online

later worked as an art dealer and restorer in San Francisco.

at www.marklandisoriginal.com. The website was estab-

Landis began donating his forged artworks to museums in

lished in collaboration with curator and art fraud expert Co-

1985 “as an impulse,” to show his mother that he could do

lette Loll, in an effort to legitimize Landis’s work and provide

something in his father’s memory. After another breakdown

him with meaningful and stimulating work and interaction,

in the late 1980s, he returned to Mississippi to live in a

as well as to change dialogue within the museum commu-

halfway house near his mother and stepfather (James Brant-

nity about perceptions of Landis.

ley, who died of Alzheimer’s disease in 1998). When Hurricane Katrina damaged Landis’s home, he moved in with his
mother and never left. Landis’s mother passed away in 2010

Sources:
Gapper, John. “The Forger’s Story.” Financial Times Magazine, January

at age 79, and Landis has since lived alone, focusing his time

21, 2011. http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/5905c640-2359-11e0-8389-

on forging and gifting art pieces to museums in memory of

00144feab49a.html

both of his parents. What began as an impulse quickly be-

Intent to Deceive: Fakes and Forgeries in the Art World. “Mark Landis.”

came a full-time occupation, though Landis doesn’t seek to

http://www.intenttodeceive.org/forger-profiles/mark-landis/

profit from these forgeries. According to Landis, "everybody

Kennedy, Randy. “Elusive Forger, Giving But Never Stealing.” The New

was just so nice and treated me with respect and deference

York Times, January 11, 2011.

and friendship, things I was very unused to—I mean, actually

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/12/arts/design/12fraud.html?pagewan

not used to at all. And I got addicted to it.”

ted=all&_r=0

To avoid detection, and inspired by classic movies like The

Mark Landis Original. http://marklandisoriginal.com/

Swan and television shows like Father Brown, Landis as-

Parry, Wynne. “Forgery Artist’s Long Trail of Fake Gifts Leads to

sumed aliases, such as Father Arthur Scott, Father James

Fame.” Live Science, April 9, 2012. http://www.livescience.com/19531-

Brantley (inspired by his stepfather), Steven Gardiner (the

art-forgery-museum-donations.html

last name a nod to a prominent Laurel family) and Marc

Reddit. “I Am Mark Landis One of the Most Prolific Art Forgers in the

Lanois (a French Creole play on Landis), and he wove together detailed backstories about his family and inheritances. Landis ran under the radar for more

World.”
http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/2gnzy9/i_am_mark_landis_
one_of_the_most_prolific_art/
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Stoilas, Helen. “’Jesuit Priest’ Donates Fraudulent Works.” The Art

mate that as many as half of the artworks on the interna-

Newspaper, November 11, 2010.

tional market could be forgeries. In 2004, the FBI launched

http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/%E2%80%9CJesuit-priest-

an art crime team to investigate art and cultural property

donates-fraudulent-works/21787

crimes, such as fraud and stolen art. Art crime is the third

Wernick, Adam. “When Is Art Forgery Not a Crime? When the Forger

highest-grossing criminal trade in the world, according to

is a Philanthropist.” Studio 360, September 11, 2014.

the U.S. Department of Justice, and theft, fraud, looting and

http://www.pri.org/stories/2014-09-11/when-art-forgery-not-crime-

trafficking are estimated to account for as much as $8 billion

when-forger-philanthropist

dollars in losses every year.

Wilkinson, Alec. “The Giveaway.” The New Yorker, August 26, 2013.
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/08/26/the-giveaway

According to Robert Wittman, a former senior investigator
on the FBI’s art crime team, the criminal statute of fraud
states that there must be a loss involved for an act to be

Art Forgery and Fraud
Not only did Mark Landis not try to profit from his forgeries,
but he did not fit the profile of the classic art forger in two
other significant ways. First, Landis’s body of work spans a
wide range of styles and periods, including works by Pablo
Picasso, icons of the 15th century, the Hudson River School
and even animation cels from Walt Disney Studios. This is in
contrast to the average forger, who will usually focus on

considered fraud. Since Landis received neither money nor
tax write-offs for his donations, there are no lawful grounds
on which to prosecute him. This distinguishes Landis from
other infamous (and profitable) art forgers throughout history, such as Han van Meegeren, who forged paintings by
Johannes Vermeer and made a profit of around $60 million
from the sale of six of his fakes.
Prices for fine art have surged recently, with several price

mastering the works of a single artist or period. Second,

records broken in 2015. With wealthy individuals paying mil-

forgers usually create a single copy of an artwork to pass off

lions of dollars, prices have risen across the board. Many

as the one and only original. Landis, however, would make

smaller museums and institutions find themselves unable to

multiple copies of the same piece (something that may have

purchase even the mid-level items that were once affordable

contributed to his eventual discovery, given that tracking

for them and increasingly they rely on donations. Since small

and communicating about pieces is easier than ever in the

museums have fewer staff members than larger museums,

digital age).
Forgery is any process of creating, altering, using or possessing works of art, writing and other items with the intent
of committing a fraud. Fraud, subsequently, is deception—a
lie or falsehood used for one’s own benefit. Fraud can be
grounds for both civil and criminal action, and criminal fraud
can result in both fines and significant jail or prison time.
Prior to the 16th century, forgery was a rare concern and it
was not uncommon for an artist to create multiple copies
and adapt, modify or duplicate a piece. Art forgery gained
notoriety around the time of the Renaissance, when art
began to be seen as a commodity, and the growth of the art
market and proliferation of art museums increased the value
of authenticity and authorship. This was followed by an age
of obsession over originals and authenticity; more recently
there has been a transformation with the development of a
market for copies themselves, as well as for works, like Andy
Warhol’s, that are based on reproductions and replicas.
Forgeries tend to follow the trends of the market—increasing in number when art prices are up—and have been
on the rise in recent years. Experts in Europe esti-

they may not have personnel trained in evaluating the authenticity of objects. Art dealers may sometimes be implicit
in or propel art fraud due to demand in the art market, but
museums and art dealers are also art fraud’s main victims,
and they stand to see a significant hit to both their reputations and finances if pieces they have acquired are revealed
to be fakes. In one extreme instance, an entire museum in
China closed down because 40,000 of its pieces, nearly its
entire collection, were revealed to be fakes. However, the
burden of proof of authentication rests not on the museum,
but on the seller, and donated art is often spared the scrutiny
applied to pieces for which a museum or dealer has paid
thousands or even millions. But the ability to demonstrate a
work’s provenance through careful documentation (which
Landis often forged in addition to the artwork itself) certainly increases the value of the donated piece.
Sources:
Bischoff, Dan. “As the Art Market Remains on a Healthy Swell,
Forgeries and Fake Art Continue to Rise.” The Star-Ledger, September
2, 2012.
http://www.nj.com/entertainment/arts/index.ssf/2012/09/as_the_art_
market_remains_on_a.html
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Charney, Noah, Paul Denton and John Kleberg. "Protecting Cultural

entertainment/art/features/the-counterfeiters-inside-the-world-of-art-

Heritage from Art Theft: International Challenge, Local Opportunity."

forgery-764032.html

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, March 1, 2012.
http://leb.fbi.gov/2012/march/protecting-cultural-heritage-from-arttheft-international-challenge-local-opportunity
Cohen, Patricia. “Fake Art May Keep Popping Up for Sale.” The New
York Times, November 5, 2012.
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/06/arts/design/murky-laws-give-

Theoharis, Mark. “Laws on Fraud.” Criminal Defense Lawyer.
http://www.criminaldefenselawyer.com/crimepenalties/federal/Fraud.htm
Weiss, Liz and Julie Zeveloff. “Eight of the Biggest Art Forgeries of All
Time.” Business Insider, July 5, 2011.
http://www.businessinsider.com/art-forgeries-2011-6?op=1

fake-artworks-a-future-as-real-ones.html?_r=0
Durrani, Anayat. “Taking on Art Fraud.” Plaintiff Magazine, January 2011.
http://www.plaintiffmagazine.com/jan11/durrani_taking-on-art-

How to Spot a Fake

fraud_plaintiff-magazine.pdf

There are a number of methods used to authenticate works

Federal Bureau of Investigation. “Fine Art Forgeries: Global

of art, ranging from visual inspections to highly technical

Counterfeiting Scams Uncovered.”

procedures. As seen in Art and Craft, sometimes a simple

http://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/2008/march/artscam_032108

black light can reveal a fake. Most contemporary paints, un-

Flynn, Tom. “Art Forgery: A Crime on the Rise?” Intent to Deceive:

like older paints, contain phosphors that glow under a black

Fakes and Forgeries in the Art World..

light, belying the true age of the artwork. Additionally, some

http://www.intenttodeceive.org/about/art-forgery-a-crime-on-the-

forgers will mix paint with glue to make it stick permanently

rise/#3

to a painting’s surface, which causes the paint to glow with

Gapper, John. “The Forger’s Story.” Financial Times Magazine, January

a white tint when placed under a black light. Black lights are

21, 2011. http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/5905c640-2359-11e0-8389-

not foolproof, however, as a few pigments from the 17th to

00144feab49a.html

the 19th centuries naturally fluoresce, and some forgers have

Intent to Deceive: Fakes and Forgeries in the Art World. “Mark Landis.”

found ways to remove the florescence from their oil paints.

http://www.intenttodeceive.org/forger-profiles/mark-landis/
Jones, Jonathan. “Scandal in China Over the Museum with 40,000

Mark Landis sourced his materials at big box stores like WalMart and Hobby Lobby—he was not concerned with repli-

Fake Artifacts.” The Guardian, July 17, 2013.

cating the means of production of the artists whose work he

http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2013/jul/17/jibaozhai-museum-

faked. Landis’s forgeries were eventually discovered when

closed-fakes-china
Reyburn, Scott. “Picasso and Giacometti Artworks Top $120 Million
Each at Christie’s Sale.” The New York Times, May 11, 2015.

Leininger confirmed his suspicions about a piece by placing
it under a microscope, revealing the pixels of a digital image
that had been painted over.

http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/05/11/two-art-works-top-100-

Here are some of the ways authenticators and conservators

million-each-at-christies-sale/

spot a fake:

Sedghi, Ami. “The 10 Most Expensive Paintings Ever Sold.” The

•

Stylistic Analysis: Looking for continuity in artist style,
place, period and so on.

•

Historical Analysis: Examining a piece for signs of
historical inaccuracies, such as digital pixels or modern
paints, canvases, paper and other items.

•

Scientific Analysis: Using ultraviolet light, infrared
light, x-rays, microscopy, spectroscopy and other
methods to reveal modern materials and techniques.

•

Written Documentation: Using proof of authentication
and purchase, databases with acquisition records from
museums, art dealers and auction houses and
reconstructed ownership histories to trace whether a
piece’s origins are authentic (also known as
provenance).

Guardian, May 12, 2015. http://bit.ly/1EXoH69
“Seven Charged in ‘eBay Art Scam.’” BBC, March 20, 2008.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/7306366.stm
Smith, Geoffrey. “The Fine Art Market Just Turned Over $1 Billion in 48
Hours.” Fortune, May 13, 2015. http://for.tn/1EG6ULB
Sorgatz, Rex. “Forgeries Gone Wild!” The Message, July 16, 2014.
https://medium.com/message/forgeries-gone-wild-d9b4c195da5
Taylor, Avalyn “Forgery Laws and Penalties.” Criminal Defense Lawyer.
http://www.criminaldefenselawyer.com/penalty-for-forgery.cfm
“The Counterfeiters: Inside the World of Art Forgery.” The Independent,
December 10, 2007. http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-

Once a fake is identified, there still remains the problem of
what do with it. Fakes may be stamped or, in rare cases, deDISCUSSION GUIDE
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stroyed, but doing so means running the risk of mistakenly

but they are not the same thing; the confusion arose be-

destroying an authentic work. In large part, the art market is

cause the word schizophrenia comes from two Greek roots

left to police itself, using databases and authentication meth-

meaning “split mind.” The splitting or fragmentation referred

ods to prevent forgeries from continued circulation. As the

to is the breakdown of an individual’s thinking and feeling

value of fine art continues to rise and the potential for prof-

processes, not a division of the person into two separate

its increases, some forged artworks pop up again and again,

personalities. The popular use of the word “schizophrenic”

even after being verified as fakes. With so much money at

to describe a mixture of contradictory qualities is completely

stake for sellers, many experts and individual artist founda-

different from the correct psychiatric medical use of the

tions (like Lichtenstein, Warhol, etc.), have either stopped

term. Symptoms of schizophrenia may include hallucina-

verifying the authenticity of artworks or significantly re-

tions,

duced how often they do so, since they run the risk of law-

speech/thinking or difficulty remembering things and feeling

suits from the owners of artwork they reject as inauthentic.

emotionally flat or disconnected. It is common for those with

Sources:

which can create challenges in treating or working with

Cohen, Patricia. “Fake Art May Keep Popping Up for Sale.” The New

them. Though there is no cure, advances in medications and

York Times, November 5, 2012.

treatments have made it possible for many individuals with

delusions,

cognitive

issues

like

disorganized

schizophrenia to be unaware of, or reject, their diagnosis,

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/06/arts/design/murky-laws-give-

schizophrenia to manage their symptoms effectively and live

fake-artworks-a-future-as-real-ones.html?_r=0

and work well in their communities.

Federal Bureau of Investigation. “Fine Art Forgeries: Global
Counterfeiting Scams Uncovered.”

Sources:

http://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/2008/march/artscam_032108

National Alliance on Mental Illness. “Schizophrenia.”

Harris, Tom. “How Black Lights Work.” How Stuff Works.

http://www.nami.org/Learn-More/Mental-Health-

http://science.howstuffworks.com/innovation/everyday-

Conditions/Schizophrenia

innovations/black-light2.htm

Open the Doors. “Help Dispel the Myths About Schizophrenia.”
http://www.openthedoors.com/english/03_06.html

Intent to Deceive: Fakes and Forgeries in the Art World. “Mark Landis.”

POV. “Film Discussion Guide: West 47th Street.”

http://www.intenttodeceive.org/forger-profiles/mark-landis/

http://www.pbs.org/pov/west47thstreet/discussion-guide.php

International Foundation for Art Research. “Provenance Guide.”

Taylor, Vanessa. “What Does Schizophrenic Mean?” Schizophrenic.com,

http://www.ifar.org/provenance_guide.php
Pierce, Patricia. “The Art of Scrutiny.” Newsmax, June 25, 2014.
http://www.Newsmax.com/PatriciaPierce/Art-Scrutiny-painting-black-

April 11, 2011.
http://www.schizophrenic.com/articles/schizophrenia/what-doesschizophrenic-mean

light/2014/06/25/id/579254/#ixzz3LUtjBbKe
Pigments Through the Ages. “Look Closer at Art & Pigments.”
http://www.webexhibits.org/pigments/intro/look.html

Mental Health Treatment in the U.S.
Though the United Nations recognizes protection of and
treatment for people with mental illness as a human right,

Schizophrenia

adequate treatment and access to treatment remains a serious issue. Prior to the 1970s, those with mental illnesses in

As Mark Landis notes in Art and Craft, his medical file over

the United States were housed in mental health institutions,

the years has included diagnoses of personality and psy-

but after a number of national stories surfaced highlighting

chotic disorders and schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is a com-

abuses, a decision was made to commit only those with im-

plex mental illness that effects one’s perception, ability to

minent or demonstrable risk of harming themselves or oth-

think clearly, ability to relate to others and ability to manage

ers. This led to implementation in the late 1970s and early

expression of emotions. Affecting approximately 1 percent

1980s of a number of well-intentioned policies to deinstitu-

of Americans, schizophrenia occurs in both men and women,

tionalize people with mental illness and reintegrate them into

but usually appears in the late teens or early twenties for

communities. Hospitals were downsized or closed and hun-

men—earlier than it does for women. Schizophrenia is

dreds of thousands of mentally ill patients, many with schiz-

often confused with split or multiple personalities,

ophrenia, were released into communities. Unfortunately,
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most patients were released without adequate discharge

the workforce. Studies have shown that individuals who

plans or rehabilitative support services. Worsening the situ-

have supportive services are more likely to work, and those

ation was the failure of most states to channel the money

who work are more likely to manage their symptoms and in-

saved by closing psychiatric hospitals into adequate com-

tegrate into their communities successfully.

munity-based care, and mental health patients were left
largely to their own devices.

Sources:

The 1980s and 1990s brought widespread improvements to

American Experience. “Timeline: Treatments for Mental Illness.”
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/nash/timeline/timeline2.html

the public mental health system and the development of
programs in most parts of the country. However, quality and

Bevan, Stephen, et al. “Working with Schizophrenia: Pathways to
Employment, Recovery and Inclusion.” The Work Foundation, February
2013.

access to mental health treatment has suffered from budget

http://www.theworkfoundation.com/DownloadPublication/Report/330

cuts over the years, and the National Alliance on Mental Ill-

_Working_with_Schizophrenia.pdf

ness reports that, since 2009, states have cut more than 1.6

Brichford, Connie. “Schizophrenia and the Workplace.” Everyday
Health, April 2, 2012.
http://www.everydayhealth.com/schizophrenia/working-with-schizophrenia.aspx

community-based treatment and psychosocial rehabilitation

billion from their mental health budgets. The availability of
mental health care in the United States is not sufficient to
meet demand, and it’s estimated that 40 to 50 percent of

Brown, Jennifer. “A Broken Mental Health System.” The Denver Post.

people in the United States with schizophrenia and other

http://extras.denverpost.com/mentalillness/#health

forms of mental illness are not being treated. There is the

Koyanagi, Chris. “Learning From History: Deinstitutionalization of
People with Mental Illness as Precursor to Long-Term Care Reform.”
Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, August 2007.
http://www.nami.org/Template.cfm?Section=About_the_Issue&Templa
te=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=137545

added complication that diagnosing and treating the mentally ill is extremely difficult. Many institutions are designed
for those who demonstrate that they are in danger of hurting themselves or others, which is difficult to prove—not to
mention that it’s risky to use a wait-and-see method in those
cases—and many states lack the resources for screenings,
accurate diagnosis and preventative treatment for those at
risk. Thousands are left without a safety net and end up on
the streets or in jails and prisons across the country, which
are ill-equipped to care for or rehabilitate them. According
to the Kaiser Institute, there are three times more people
with mental illness in prisons and jails than there are in hospitals in the United States.
In many cases, symptoms of mental illnesses, including
schizophrenia, can be managed with a combination of
proper treatment, therapy and medication, as well as personal strategies like controlling sensory input and identifying
triggers. According to Elyn R. Saks, a professor at the University of Southern California Gould School of Law who has
schizophrenia, one of the most important and helpful strategies is simply work. The distraction, engagement, mental
stimulation and feeling of value and belonging that naturally
accompany occupation can help symptoms fade into the
background and make them more manageable. However,
barriers to finding a job may include health insurance, symptom management, discrimination/stigma and lack of access
to services. Supportive services like job training are crucial, especially because schizophrenia tends to show up
in early adulthood as people are just about to enter

National Alliance on Mental Illness. “Mental Illness: What You Need to
Know.”
http://www2.nami.org/Content/NavigationMenu/Inform_Yourself/Abo
ut_Mental_Illness/By_Illness/MentalIllnessBrochure.pdf
“The Protection of Persons With Mental Illness and the Improvement of
Mental Health Care.” United Nations General Assembly, December 17,
1991. http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/46/a46r119.htm
Saks, Elyn R. “Successful and Schizophrenic.” The New York Times,
January 25, 2013.
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/27/opinion/sunday/schizophrenicnot-stupid.html?_r=1
Spencer, Ruth. “America’s Mental Health Care Crisis: Families Left to Fill
the Void of a Broken System.” The Guardian, May 27, 2014.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/27/-sp-americasmental-health-care-system-crisis
“State Mental Health Cuts: A National Crisis.” National Alliance on
Mental Illness, March 2011. http://www.nami.org/getattachment/AboutNAMI/Publications/Reports/NAMIStateBudgetCrisis2011.pdf
“State Mental Health Cuts: The Continuing Crisis.” National Alliance on
Mental Illness, November 2011.
http://www.nami.org/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm?Conte
ntFileID=147763
Varney, Sarah. “By the Numbers: Mental Illness Behind Bars.” Kaiser
Health News, May 15, 2014. http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/by-thenumbers-mental-illness-jail/
“What Percentage of Individuals with Serious Mental Illnesses are
Receiving No Treatment? – Backgrounder.” Treatment Advocacy
Center, November 2014.
http://www.treatmentadvocacycenter.org/resources/assistedoutpatient-treatment/about-aot/159
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Art and Craft

Mark Landis is a resident of Laurel, Mississippi, and has
donated forged art pieces to museums and institutions across
the country.

Matthew Leininger is the museum registrar who first
uncovered Mark Landis’s forgeries.

Aaron Cowan is the director of the DAAP (Design,
Architecture, Art and Planning) Galleries at the University of
Cincinnati. He was the curator of the April Fools’ Day show of
Mark Landis’s work, Faux Real.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a

•

pose a general question (examples below) and give people
some time to themselves to jot down or think about their
answers before opening the discussion:
•

What did you learn from this film? What insights did

If a friend asked you what this film was about, what
would you say?

few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or
•

Describe a moment or scene in the film that you
found particularly disturbing or moving. What was it
about that scene that was especially compelling for
you?

it provide?
•

If you could ask Mark Landis or Matthew Leininger a
single question, what would you ask?

DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Ethics of the Art World/
Why Forgeries Matter

What do you think should happen to Landis’s art (including
his copies of others’ work)?

Responding to a question about why he’s never been pros-

Did you think Landis is a skilled artist? Even though his pic-

ecuted, Mark Landis says, “’Cause I didn’t do anything wrong

tures are copies, do you think they have beauty and value in

or illegal.” His actions don’t seem to be illegal. Are they

their own right—or is that kind of consideration only re-

wrong?

served for original work? Can duplication ever be a creative

Hilliard Museum director Mark Tullos says that Landis’s do-

act?

nation of forgeries “is a serious crime, and we can’t tolerate

As curator of the Landis art show, Aaron Cowan is careful

that. No matter what issues or challenges you may have,

to point out, “The show focuses on using a predecessor’s

that’s still no excuse. You either need to be hospitalized or

work as inspiration versus simply plagiarizing the work.”

you need to be in jail.” What do you think should happen to

Matthew Leininger, who helped with the exhibition adds, “It’s

Mark Landis?
Ellen Ruffin (curator of the de Grummond Collection) objects to Landis’s actions because his fraud “makes us fake.”
Why is Landis’s deception hard for museums to dismiss?
What, specifically, is the harm?
Mark Tullos admits that Landis succeeded, in part, because
“he knew right where to hit us: our soft spot—art and
money.” Why were museums and galleries so vulnerable to
Landis’s con? What sorts of things would need to change to
erase that vulnerability?

not going to glamorize Landis. It’s going to be about educating and telling people don’t take things at face value.” In
your view, was giving Landis his own show a good idea?
Why or why not?
A museum registrar is in charge of organizing and caring for
an institution’s collections and inventory. Midway through
the film, we learn that Leininger has lost his job as chief registrar at the Cincinnati Art Museum. Leininger implies that he
let his obsession with the Landis case overshadow his work
and was let go as a result. While Leininger would very much
like to keep working in the art world, he was unable to find

What role and/or responsibilities do museums have in pre-

the right opportunity and has since taken a job in another

serving cultural heritage? Why do you think topics like au-

field. Why do you think Leininger could no longer find em-

thenticity and cultural heritage may be sensitive and

ployment in the museum community? What qualities and ex-

important for them?

periences does Leininger have that do or do not make him a

Landis seems to take comfort in this quote from Ecclesi-

good fit for this kind of work?

astes: “There is nothing new under the sun.” What do you
think this means and how does it apply to Landis’s
work?
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Why He Does It
Robert Wittman, who was involved in the early formation of
the FBI art crime team, asserts that gifting the forgeries
served as “basically an ego satisfaction… for the painter, Mr.

He’s done a great job, almost to the point of obsession.”
What’s the difference between Leininger’s dedication to exposing and stopping Landis and Landis’s obsession with
copying and giving away art?

Landis.” What do you think Landis’s motives were?
Consider these various motives given by Landis:
•

Understanding the Man

“I got addicted to being a philanthropist… I just wasn’t
really used to having anybody treat me like that…
Seldom happened that people were nice to me.”

says, “I used to have empathy. I don’t anymore. I do believe

•

“We all like to feel useful.”

Landis understands that his actions are wrong? What’s your

•

“In Sunday school they always tell everybody to make
use of your gifts, you know? And copying pictures is
my gift.”

evidence?

•

“It’s reassuring, and I remember [copying things] from
when I was growing up.”

Jill Chancey (curator of the Lauren Rogers Museum of Art)
he knows what he was doing was wrong.” Do you agree that

Landis’s intentions certainly don’t appear malicious, and Landis describes getting carried away by the feeling of goodwill when giving his works away to museums (so much so
that it became an addiction for him). But if those works were

•

“It’s clearly my calling.”

forged and not what Landis professed them to be, was he

•

“I wanted to impress Mother that I’d done something
for Father’s memory. I thought it would please Mother.”

engaging in an act of philanthropy?

What do you learn from these various statements about the
needs being fulfilled by Landis’s forgery and “philanthropy”?
If you were trying to convince Landis to stop, what might
you suggest he do instead to fulfill those needs?

In the hotel the night before his show, Landis says, “People
would be better off if they could be proper Vulcans, you
know? I mean, the real thing, not like on that show [Star
Trek]. You know, and not have emotions, you know? Then
you wouldn’t get so upset by things. But it’ll probably be a

When Landis asks if there’s anything he can do for Leininger,

million years before… human beings evolve to that point.”

Leininger asks Landis to stop. Do you think he will?

Why do you suppose that Landis sees the prospect of be-

As Landis ponders the reality that he won’t be able to con-

coming free of emotions as a positive advancement? Would

tinue being a “philanthropist,” he considers a new task: “re-

you agree that not having emotions would be a good thing

turning missing or stolen artwork… to their... owners. Things

for humanity?

I could actually do, which would be small drawings and small

Landis cites another media favorite—How to Succeed in

paintings. After all, a book that’s had a page torn out of it—

Business Without Really Trying—by saying, “Remember

it is nice to be able to put the page back in.” What does this

when Finch said, ‘By George, ethical behavior always pays

suggest about Landis’s insight into the reasons people ob-

off?’ But he was just making a joke, because ethical behav-

ject to his donated forgeries? What does it suggest about

ior doesn’t pay off. That’s why Dad never got on, ’cause he

the importance of being needed or validated as a human

was too much of a gentleman. He was nothing like me.” How

being?

do you square this with Landis’s assertions that he hasn’t

Early on in the film, curator Aaron Cowan likens Mark Lan-

done anything wrong and hasn’t hurt anyone with his ac-

dis’s career as forger and “philanthropist” to a kind of per-

tions?

formance art that raises questions about how we define and

Landis suggests that he “would have been an immense dis-

protect authorship and authenticity and value art. Do you

appointment” to his father. How do you think this belief in-

think Landis intended to provoke discussion about these

fluences his life now?

core art-world concerns? If so, point to examples of how his
intentions were revealed in the film. If not, can we still appreciate his project/his career as a kind of performance art
anyway—i.e., does intentionality matter?

Explaining why he didn’t pursue his own art or photography
after studying in Chicago, Landis says, “I learned all the
processes… ’cause I thought if I was going to school at the
government’s expense, I should learn how to do something.

Robert Wittman observes, “Leininger has been the only

But after I learned the processes, I couldn’t think of a thing I

person that has pursued this from the beginning…

wanted to take a picture of.” Why do you think this might
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

have been the case? Why was it so much easier and more
pleasurable for Landis to be a copier of art than an artist?
As Landis tries to explain himself and make sense of the
world, he frequently references television programs and
movies. He believes he “can learn everything you need to
know to be a good priest…from the Father Brown DVD series.” And he uses fictional media as a moral compass and
model for behavior: “I live by the code of The Saint. Dad and
I both lived by it…The Saint was such a hero.” How does the
role of media in Landis’s life compare with the role it plays in
your life or the lives of people you know? How do you think

tients all their lives. You know, they’ll be old someday, and
what can they say?” Should Landis have been in charge of
his future and allowed to leave Menninger as he did? How
would you help someone like Landis while also supporting
his desire not to be defined by his illness? Can you think of
another way that Landis’s illness might have been treated—
and do you think a different approach to his care would have
prevented his developing a career as forger and philanthropist? What did forgery and philanthropy provide for Landis
that he wasn’t getting already in his life and or health care?
What does it tell you about Landis’s thought process or self-

TV and movies relate to Landis’s choice to take on different

awareness that he refers to the Menninger Clinic as the

personas as part of his philanthropic ruses? And do you see

“Menninger Foundation”?

a relationship between Landis’s taste for film and TV references and his drive to make forgeries? If past experiences
and cultural influences shape one’s identity, how is this
process similar to or different from the way one might approach creating art?

Donna, the caseworker who checks on Landis and sees evidence of his forgeries and deceptions, says, “I’m really not
sure how I feel about the escapades that he goes on. But we
want to protect our clients’ rights… to live a productive life.
Unless he was a danger to someone else or himself, Landis
is, in fact, in charge of himself.” What would you have done

Mental Health/Mental Illness

in Donna’s place? Would it be a breach of professional ethics
to report what she learns about Landis’s activities to the mu-

How would you describe Landis’s affect?

seums or law enforcement, or would reporting what she

Reflect on the Mark Landis you met at the start of the film

knows be the ethical choice?

and the one you got to know by the end. How did your im-

During the exhibition sequence at the end of the film, Landis

pressions of Landis, his mental illness and what he was ca-

displays a sociability that we rarely see elsewhere in the film.

pable of change as you watched?

Given his struggles with mental illness, did this surprise you?

What do you notice about how Landis deflects bad news or

How did watching Landis converse with gallerygoers in that

gets out of uncomfortable situations? What sort of challenge

scene change the way you thought about both his mental

does this pose for people who want him to acknowledge the

illness—and also his career as forger and “philanthropist”?

consequences of his actions?

What is your reaction to Landis’s use of alcohol (which he

Landis’s check-up at the clinic includes questions about sui-

pours into a medicine bottle and drinks prior to encounters

cidal thoughts, daily routines, medications and so on. In an

that make him nervous)?

ideal world, what else would the nurse or case worker ask or

Did you ever feel the filmmakers were exploiting a man who

do to meet Landis’s needs?

lives with mental illness by making this film? When you

At one point, Landis reviews a list of his diagnoses: schizo-

watched, did you feel that Landis understood the scope and

phrenic paranoid and psychotic disorders; personality disor-

impact of his participation in the film? Given Landis’s self-

ders; catatonic or other grossly disorganized behavior;

professed mischievousness—and also his deep love and

incoherence; oddities of thought, perception, speech and

knowledge of TV and film—did you ever suspect that Landis

behavior; pathologically inappropriate suspiciousness; im-

had exploited the filmmakers into making a film about him

pulsive and damaging behavior. If you read this list outside

and his story?

of the context of the film, would you picture someone like
Landis? How do you think Landis’s perception of self is influenced by these labels?
At age 18, after more than a year at the Menninger Clinic,
Landis insisted on leaving because “people that fol-

Additional media literacy questions are available at:
www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php

low the advice of those places, they’re mental pa-
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TAKING ACTION

•

As is the case with many people who struggle with mental illness, Mark Landis is
somewhat lonely and isolated in his daily life, especially after his mother’s death. Think
of ways that people in your community could prevent isolation and help facilitate
connections with people who have mental illnesses. This might include hosting programs
that debunk myths, counter stereotypes and provide accurate information about mental
illness. Consider how treatment centers for the mentally ill might be better integrated
within your community to foster human connection and combat the marginalization that
so many with thought disorders experience.

•

Visit a local art museum. Try comparing a reproduction of a work in the collection (from
a postcard) to the actual work. What are the similarities and differences? Do you agree
with Mark Landis that reproductions of artwork are not true representations of the
artist’s intent? As you look at the works on display, consider how your experience of
them is influenced by your assumption that they are original and authentic. Arrange for
your group to meet with staff from the museum to discuss your thoughts. Ask if the
museum ever received an offer of a donation from Mark Landis and if so what the
response was. Invite museum staff members to share their own ideas about what should
happen to someone like Landis and why.

•

Invite artists, museum staff and/or art professors to hold a public conversation about
what makes someone an artist and how value is assigned to artwork. Have each panelist
explore the ethics of Landis’s actions, whether they would have given Landis his own
show and/or to what degree forgers should be considered artists in their own right. Ask
them to assess what percentage of their holdings are forgeries, discuss what they intend
to do with those works and share how museums are educating themselves (or how they
can educate themselves) and their communities on topics such as authenticity and
connoisseurship.
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RESOURCES

FILM-RELATED WEB SITES
OFFICIAL FILM WEBSITE
http://www.artandcraftfilm.com
In addition to information about the film, the film’s website includes links to articles that provide context
about Landis, forgery and mental illness.

Original Online Content on POV
To further enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an interactive website to enable viewers to explore the film in
greater depth. The Art and Craft website—www.pbs.org/pov/artandcraft—offers a streaming video trailer for the film;
an interview with the filmmaker; a list of related websites, articles and books; a downloadable discussion guide; a
standards-aligned lesson plan; a downloadable reading list; and special features.

Art Forgery

REGISTRAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION
http://world.museumsprojekte.de/?author=5

INTENT TO DECEIVE
www.intenttodeceive.org/forger-profiles/mark-landis/

Matthew Leininger’s blog is a “virtual campfire” site for
registrars around the world to share their stories.

This digital catalogue for an exhibition on forgeries
includes a profile of Landis, a timeline and commentary by

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI:

Matthew Leininger and scholarly essays related to art

“UC EXHIBIT FOCUS: MUSEUMS’ VULNERABILITY TO

fraud and authenticity

AN ARTFUL DODGER WHO DONATES FORGERIES”

MARK LANDIS ORIGINAL
http://marklandisoriginal.com/

www.uc.edu/News/NR.aspx?id=15369
This page houses the original announcement and
explanation of the Landis art show seen in the film.

This website was set up in collaboration with curator and
art fraud expert Colette Loll in an effort to legitimize
Landis’s work and provide him with meaningful and
stimulating work and interaction. It provides a biography
and portfolio, and it can also be used to commission
original pieces.

NEW STATESMAN: “IN PRAISE OF THE FAKE”
www.newstatesman.com/art-anddesign/2013/05/praise-fake
Jonathon Keats, the author of Forged: Why Fakes Are the
Great Art of Our Age, argues that forgeries achieve the
subversive purposes of art and are, therefore, legitimate
art.
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RESOURCES

Mental Health

JUDGE DAVID L. BAZELON CENTER FOR
MENTAL HEALTH LAW

BRAIN & BEHAVIOR RESEARCH FOUNDATION
www.bbrfoundation.org

http://www.bazelon.org
This organization pursues impact litigation, policy reform

This organization offers simple explanations of various

and public education to ensure the civil rights and human

forms of mental illness and findings about causes and

dignity of people with mental illnesses and disabilities.

treatment protocols from foundation-sponsored research.
The site also links to resources available from support and

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH

advocacy groups. The group’s work includes selling art

http://www.nimh.nih.gov/

made by people with mental health issues.

The National Institute of Mental Health works to reduce

CLUBHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
www.clubhouse-intl.org

stigma and deepen understanding of mental illness
through clinical research, education and outreach.

This multinational nonprofit organization helps

NATIONAL MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

communities around the world create sustainable solutions

http://www.nmha.org/

for mental illness by developing and nurturing new and

This nonprofit and community-based network addresses

existing community-based centers that offer members
opportunities for friendship, employment, housing,
education and access to medical and psychiatric services.
FOUNTAIN HOUSE
http://www.fountainhouse.org

all aspects of mental health and mental illness through
advocacy, education, research and services.

THE NEW YORK TIMES: “SUCCESSFUL AND
SCHIZOPHRENIC”

Fountain House is dedicated to the recovery of men and

www.nytimes.com/2013/01/27/opinion/sunday/
schizophrenic-not-stupid.html

women with mental illness by providing opportunities for

In this 2013 opinion piece, Elyn R. Saks, a schizophrenic

members to live, work and learn, while contributing their

and MacArthur grant recipient, writes about high

talents through a community of mutual support.

functioning schizophrenics such as herself and Mark

HUFFINGTON POST: “REDEFINING PHILANTHROPY:

Landis.

A DOCUMENTARY REVIEW OF ART AND CRAFT”

SAY NO TO STIGMA

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/deborah-r-glasoferphd-/redefining-philanthropy-a_b_5836182.html

http://saynotostigma.com/

Deborah R. Glasofer, a professor of clinical psychiatry,

Mark Landis was treated when he was a teen.

considers the moral issues associated with Mark Landis’s

This blog is administered by the Menninger Clinic, where

donations.
NATIONAL ALLIANCE ON MENTAL ILLNESS
www.nami.org
This national nonprofit, grassroots mental health organization focuses on education, self-help, support and
advocacy for those with mental illness, as well as their
friends and family, mental healthcare professionals and the
public.
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HOW TO BUY THE FILM

To purchase Art and Craft,
visit http://www.oscilloscope.net/films/film/109/Art-and-Craft

Produced by American Documentary, Inc.,
POV is public television’s premier showcase
for nonfiction films. The series airs Mondays at
10 p.m. on PBS from June to September, with primetime specials
during the year. Since 1988, POV has been the home for the
world’s boldest contemporary filmmakers, celebrating intriguing
personal stories that spark conversation and inspire action. Always
an innovator, POV discovers fresh new voices and creates interactive experiences that shine a light on social issues and elevate
the art of storytelling. With our documentary broadcasts, original
online programming and dynamic community engagement campaigns, we are committed to supporting films that capture the
imagination and present diverse perspectives.
POV films have won 32 Emmy® Awards, 18 George Foster
Peabody Awards, 12 Alfred I. duPont-Columbia University Awards,
three Academy Awards®, the first-ever George Polk Documentary Film Award and the Prix Italia. The POV series has been
honored with a Special News & Documentary Emmy Award for
Excellence in Television Documentary Filmmaking, two IDA
Awards for Best Continuing Series and the National Association
of Latino Independent Producers (NALIP) Award for Corporate
Commitment to Diversity. More information is available at
www.pbs.org/pov.
POV Digital www.pbs.org/pov
Since 1994, POV Digital has driven new storytelling initiatives
and interactive production for POV. The department created
PBS's first program website and its first web-based documentary (POV's Borders) and has won major awards, including a
Webby Award (and six nominations) and an Online News Association Award. POV Digital continues to explore the future of independent nonfiction media through its digital productions and
the POV Hackathon lab, where media makers and technologists
collaborate to reinvent storytelling forms. @povdocs on Twitter.
Front cover: Mark Landis at home.
Photo by Sam Cullman

POV Community Engagement and Education
POV's Community Engagement and Education team works with
educators, community organizations and PBS stations to present more than 650 free screenings every year. In addition, we
distribute free discussion guides and standards-aligned lesson
plans for each of our films. With our community partners, we inspire dialogue around the most important social issues of our
time.
American Documentary, Inc. www.amdoc.org
American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company
dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting contemporary
stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in
mainstream media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities
around socially relevant content on television, online and in community settings. These activities are designed to trigger action,
from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and
community participation.
Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and
National Endowment for the Arts. Additional funding comes
from Nancy Blachman and David desJardins, Bertha Foundation,
The Fledgling Fund, Marguerite Casey Foundation, Ettinger
Foundation, New York State Council on the Arts, New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council, Ann Tenenbaum and Thomas H. Lee, and public television
viewers. POV is presented by a consortium of public television
stations, including KQED San Francisco, WGBH Boston and
THIRTEEN in association with WNET.ORG.

You can follow us on Twitter @POVengage
for the latest news from
POV Community Engagement & Education.
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